Letters to the Editor ......
Letters to the Editor will be considered for publication unless the writer requests otherwise. Letters may be edited for publication.
Editor reserves the right not to publish anonymous letters. Initials only on request if the writer includes his or her name.
******
Dear Mr. Vasanth Bhatji,
I request you to publish the “Bantwal Baliga Charitable Trust” advertisement in your next Quarterly 'KHABBAR' Magazines.
Devu Baren KoroBasti Vaman Shenoy
President, World Konkani Centre, Shaktinagar Mangaluru
Editor’s Reply:
Done! Wish the Trust all the success.
********
Dear Vasanthmaam
Thank you for publishing the article for Parijnan foundation in Khabbar (Vol. XXXIX-No.3). Further, I am forwarding you an e-mail
mail from Shankar Bhat maam from Shirali. Could you please help by publishing this announcement in the next issue of Khabbar?
Thank you very much
Best regards
Vrinda Trikannad
vtrikannad@gmail.com
---------- Forwarded message ---------On Mon, Sep 19, 2016 at 1:34 PM, V. SHANKAR BHAT <vshankar.bhat65@gmail.com> wrote:
Namaste Vrinda pacchi,
Please refer to our discussion a few days ago. Kindly note that purely a small announcement is to be made in various publications such
as Chitrapur Sunbeam, Kanara Saraswat magazine etc. Likewise, could you request the Editor / Publisher of Khabbar magazine to
carry this announcement for the benefit of the readers please:
"A Message from H.H. Shrimat Sadyojat Shankarashram Swamiji and detailed articles on Shri Chitrapur Math, Our Holy
Guruparampara, the social and charitable work being carried out under Parama Pujya Swamiji's Guidance have appeared in
a four- page supplement of a prominent Kannada Newspaper - Sanyukt Karnataka (dated 16-9-2016). This has been uploaded
on the Math's website. Readers can log on to www.chitrapurmath.net to read the Message and the articles."
Regards
Shankar
vshankar.bhat65@gmail.com
Editor’s Reply:
Done! Proud of the accomplishments of the Foundation and wish the Foundation all the success. May Swamiji’s blessings be on all of
us in North America.
********
Dear Editor,
I am deeply touched by your kind words showered on my immediate younger brother Mr. M. V. Kini as published in the quarterly
newsletter, Khabbar (Vol. XXXIX-No.3) in USA.
More than appreciating the message of my brother to the world as a whole I must profusely complement those who had the very
thoughtfully chosen M. V. Kini from India as the Chief Guest to grace the noblest ambience in Atlanta on 2016 July weekend.
The quality of this Samaritan who has earned human blessings from millions all over the world, has become household talks that for
any kind of problems whether economic, social, religious or financial, look to M. V. Kini just over a mobile call.
I had previously attended one or two sammelans in USA, but I really feel the message is soul stirring for introspection on our own
ways of day to day life.
I am immensely happy and proud of my younger brother whom I wish abundance of laurels as we have grown from the absolutely
have nots category. I am also feeling deeply vibrant in a manner with which you have dedicated this Konkani Quarterly for respecting
our own language which should be mother tongue to all our people in America and elsewhere.
This is the richest heritage and all the Konkanis have earned the best of everything more particularly after migrating to other countries.
I wish that a day will come when one Indian American Konkani will adore the seat of the President of the United States of America.
With respectful regards,
Yours sincerely,
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Prof. M. M. Kini
Bengaluru, India
Editor’s Reply:
Thank You.
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